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Kafka A4 Folder
AFD007
Experience the synergy of style and sustainability with 
our cork A4 folder. With an elastic closure, it includes 
a tablet sleeve (up to 29 x 18cm), 64 sheets of FSC ivory 
dotted paper and features like a phone pocket (up to 
10 x 18cm), card slots and a pen holder.

 23,5 x 31 cm 
 TRS - 150 x 190 mm (max.)

Kafka A5 Folder
AFD008
Delve into the world of sustainable organization with 
our cork A5 folder. It includes an elastic closure, a 
pad of 64 sheets of FSC ivory dotted paper (70 gsm), 
a phone pocket (up to 10 x 18cm), pen holders and 2 
card slots. Stay eco-conscious and organized.

 18,3 x 25,2 cm 
 TRS - 140 x 180 mm (max.)

64 64
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Eliot A5 Folder
AFD004
Our eco-friendly recycled cotton canvas A5 folder 
boasts a convenient recycled PU snap closure, a pad 
of 64 FSC dotted pages (70 gsm), a phone pocket, 
a double pen holder and card slots. Crafted for 
sustainability, it’s your stylish companion for success.

 19,5 x 25,2 x 2,5 cm 
 TRS - 100 x 200 mm (max.)

Eliot A4 Folder
AFD003
Unveil organization with our A4 folder in recycled 
canvas cotton. Recycled PU snap closure secures your 
essentials while a tablet sleeve, 64 FSC dotted pages, 
a pen holder and card slots ensure functionality. All 
packed in an individual recycled kraft box.

 24,5 x 31 x 2,5 cm 
 TRS - 150 x 250 mm (max.)

64

64

70gr

70gr
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Orwell A5 Folder
AFD006
Efficiency meets sustainability in our recycled PU A5 
folder. Safely store with a zipper closure. It boasts 
a pad of 64 sheets of ivory FSC dotted paper (70 
gsm), a phone holder (10 x 18 cm), 2 card slots and a 
convenient pen holder, all to stay organized.

 18,3 x 25,2 cm 
 TRS - 140 x 180 mm (max.)

Orwell A4 Folder
AFD005
Optimize organization with our recycled PU A4 folder with 
a zipper closure, an interior sleeve for tablet (up to 29 x 18 
cm) and a 64-sheet notepad with 70 gsm FSC ivory dotted 
paper. It includes a phone pocket (up to 10 x18 cm), 2 card 
slots and a pen holder.

 23,5  x 31 cm 
 TRS - 150 x 250 mm (max.)

64

64
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Tolstoy A4 Folder
AFD001
Effortlessly organize with our 300D rPET A4 folder with 
magnetic closure. It secures contents such as a tablet 
(up to 29 x 18 cm), 64-sheet FSC ivory dotted paper 
pad (70 gsm), phone (up tp 10 x 18 cm), 2 cards and 
pen.

 23,5 x 31 cm 
 LSR - 40 x 25 mm (max.)

Tolstoy A5 Folder
AFD002
Enhance your organization with our 300D rPET 
A5 folder with magnetic closure. It includes a 64 
sheetpad of FSC ivory dotted paper (70 gsm) and 
allows you to keep your phone (up to 10 x 18 cm) with 
the dedicated holder. The card and pen holder add 
convenience.

 18,3 x 25,2 cm 
 LSR - 40 x 25 mm (max.)

64

64
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Melville Notebook
ANT016
Secure your ideas with our lockable A5 300D rPET 
notebook cover. It features a removable notebook 
with 192 FSC pages of 70 gsm plain ivory paper. It 
includes two interior pockets so you can organize 
yourself. Elevate your writing experience responsibly.

 14,7 x 21,5 cm 
 SCR - 95 x 50 mm (max.)

Wilde Notebook
ANT031
Experience sustainable style with our recycled PU 
hardcover notebook. Inside, discover two convenient 
pockets, ideal for organizing loose items. Two 
ribbon markers help you navigate the 80gsm FSC 
dotted pages, making it a thoughtful blend of eco-
consciousness and practicality.

 14,5 x 21,5 cm 
 TRS - 100 x 150 (max.)

Sartre Notebook
ANT032
Embrace eco-friendly elegance with our recycled PU 
softcover notebook. Its flexible cover is gentle to the 
touch. Featuring two inner pockets and two ribbon 
markers, this notebook combines functionality with 
sustainability. The 196 pages of 80gsm FSC dotted 
paper, ensure a smooth and guilt-free writing 
experience.

 14,5 x 21,5 cm 
 TRS - 95 x 140 (max.)

192

70gr

196

196

80gr

80gr
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Howthorne Notebook
ANT011
Incorporate sustainability into your notes with our A5 
recycled PU notebook. It features 196 FSC 70gsm plain 
pages where creative space meets functionality. A 
vertical elastic, a pen holder and a matching ribbon, 
all biodegradable.

 15,2 x 21,3 cm 
 SCR - 100 x 160 mm (max.)

Steinbeck Notebook
ANT009
Crafted with a unique woodgrain cover, our A5 
notebook redefines sophistication. It has 196 FSC 
70gsm plain pages, a vertical rPET spine, inner 
pocket on the back cover, double ribbon and pen 
holder combined with the spine make it a stylish and 
functional choice.

 14 x 21 cm 
 LSR - 115 x 180 mm (max.)

196

70gr

196

70gr
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Goethe Notebook
ANT012
Immerse yourself in creativity with our A5 cork 
notebook. Crafted with eco-friendly material, it offers 
196 recycled 70 gsm dotted pages, that closes with 
an horizontal elastic. Also, a ribbon tomark your 
thoughts.

 14 x 21 cm 
 SCR - 60 x 95 mm (max.)

Dante Notebook
ANT010
Carefully made with a bamboo cover, our A5 
notebook stands out. With 196 recycled 70gsm dotted 
pages, a thin vertical elastic and unique spirals 
designed on the spine, it offers functional elegance. It 
combines practicality and charm.

 14 x 21 cm 
 SCR - 85 x 150 mm (max.)

196

70gr

196

70gr
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Homer Notebook
ANT005
 
Unleash your imagination with our A5 notebook 
crafted from stone paper, with a consistent interior 
and exterior. 196 plain pages that are waterproof. 
Elevate your writing experience with its flexible cover.

 14 x 21 cm 
 SCR - 100 x 160 mm (max.)

Hugo Notebook
ANT030
Introducing our A5 Milk Carton hardcover notebook. 
The repurposed cover, holding 160 70gsm recycled 
dotted pages of creative potential. Complete with a 
closing elastic and ribbon mark for your convenience. 
Embrace sustainable creativity!

 14,5 x 21 cm 
 SCR - 100 x 160 mm (max.)

196

90gr

160

70gr
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Austen Notebook
ANT001
Crafted with care, our A5 notebook features a hemp 
cover for an eco-friendly touch. It offers 196 recycled 
dotted pages of 80gsm of creative space. The 
softcover design and storytelling add practicality and 
personality.

 14,5 x 21 cm 
 SCR - 100 x 160 mm (max.)

Verne Notebook
ANT002
From thoughts to ink, our carefully crafted A5 
notebook boasts a cotton rag cover, gentle on the 
planet. 196 pages of recycled dotted 80gsm paper 
await your ideas, while a softcover and stroytelling 
add character to your chronicles.

 14,5 x 21 cm 
 SCR - 100 x 160 mm (max.)

Cervantes Notebook
ANT003
Crafted from bamboo fibre, our A5 notebook epitomizes 
elegance. Its 196 recycled 70gsm dotted pages await your 
inspiration. The perfect combination that promises style 
and practicality.

 14,5 x 21 cm 
 SCR - 100 x 160 mm (max.)

196

196

80gr

80gr

196

70gr
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Dostoevsky Notebook
ANT006
Made with care, our A5 Lemongrass cover notebook 
is an innovative and eco-friendly canvas for your 
thoughts and ideas. With 196 recycled 80gsm dotted 
pages, it features softcover and a flysheet with 
storytelling.

 14 x 21 cm 
 SCR - 100 x 160 mm (max.)

Andersen Notebook
ANT004
Indulge your creativity with our A5 notebook, 
featuring a sugarcane cover for an eco-friendly touch. 
With 196 recycled 80gsm dotted pages, a softcover 
and a flysheet, it’s a canvas for your thoughts. The 
perfect companion for your artistic endeavors.

 14,5 x 21 cm 
 SCR - 100 x 160 mm (max.)

Joyce Notebook
ANT007
Bound in a Banana cover our A5 notebook that 
embodies eco-conscious elegance. 196 recycled 
80gsm dotted pages, encased in a softcover. Your 
ideas, stories and logo flourish within, adding a touch 
of sustainability to your writing journey.

 14,5 x 21 cm 
 SCR - 100 x 160 mm (max.)

80gr

196

196

80gr

196

80gr
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Doyle Notebook
ANT008
 
Immerse yourself in our A5 notebook with its unique 
Coffee cover. This notebook features 196 recycled 
80gsm dotted pages, enclosed in a softcover. Stay 
organized with a practical notepad that adds 
convenience to your creative journey.

 14,5 x 21 cm 
 SCR - 100 x 160 mm (max.)

Fitzgerald Notebook
ANT024
Enhance your writing experience with our exquisite 
A5 notebook with a Coconut Husk cover (60% cocunut 
husk and 40% cotton rag). It boasts 196 recycled 
80gsm dotted pages and a softcover. The flysheet 
showcases a unique story.

 14,5 x 21 cm 
 SCR - 100 x 160 mm (max.)

Checkhov Notebook
ANT023
Submerge in an eco-elegance with our A5 notebook 
with a Tea cover (65% tea and 35% cotton rag). Crafted 
for sustainability, it has 196 80gsm recycled dotted 
pages and a softcover. Enhanced with a flysheet 
carrying a story, it’s a blend of purpose and style.

 14,5 x 21 cm 
 SCR - 100 x 160 mm (max.)

196

80gr

196

80gr

196

80gr
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Poe Notebook
ANT027
Write your eco-friendly thoughts on our A5 notebook. 
A cover made from Flax, it boasts 196 80gsm dotted 
recycled pages, a softcover and a flysheet for an 
artistic touch. Your words, our sustainable canvas.

 14,5 x 21 cm 
 SCR - 100 x 160 mm (max.)

Lewis Notebook
ANT026
Elevate your thoughts on sustainable pages. Our A5 
notebook has a cover crafted from Corn Husk (60% 
corn husk and 40% cotton rag), offers 196 recycled 80 
gsm dotted pages. Its softcover and flysheet inspire 
creativity, all while making a positive impact.

 14,5 x 21 cm 
 SCR - 100 x 160 mm (max.)

Chaucer Notebook
ANT025
Feed your creativity using our A5 notebook with a 
cover of Beer Waste (25% beer waste and 75%cotton 
rag). Each of the 196 pages are made of recycled 
80gsm paper and is dotted. Features a softcover and 
a flysheet tht tells a unique story about the material.

 14,5 x 21 cm 
 SCR - 100 x 160 mm (max.)

196

80gr

196

80gr

196

80gr
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Marquez A5 Notebook
ANT018

 14,5 x 21 cm 
 SCR - 100 x 160 mm (max.)

Marquez A4 Notebook
ANT017

 21 x 28,5 cm 
 SCR - 130 x 180 mm (max.)

Marquez A6 Notebook
ANT019

 10,5 x 14,5 cm 
 SCR - 70 x 100 mm (max.)

Marquez Notebooks
Introducing our eco-conscious hardcover 
notebooks crafted from recycled paper. 
They house recycled FSC of 70gsm ivory 
colour lined pages, a pen holder and a 
secure elastic closure. Embrace sustainability 
without compromising style and 
functionality. They come in 3 different sizes 
(A4, A5 and A6) and in 13 different colours.

240

70gr

196

70gr

196

70gr
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Bronte A4 Notebook
ANT020

 21 x 28,5 cm 
 SCR - 130 x 180 mm (max.)

Bronte A5 Notebook
ANT021

 14 x 21 cm 
 SCR - 100 x 160 mm (max.)

Bronte A6 Notebook
ANT022

 10,2 x 14,3 cm 
 SCR - 70 x 100 mm (max.)

Bronte Notebooks
Eco-conscious elegance meets functionality 
in our notebooks. Crafted with a recycled 
cardboard cover and 160 pages of FSC 70gsm 
ivory lined paper, They are both sustainable 
and spacious. Softcover and stitched spine. 
Available in 3 different sizes (A4, A5 and A6) 
and in 13 different colours.

160

70gr

160

70gr

160

70gr



ANT001 78 A5 196 80

ANT002 78 A5 196 80

ANT003 79 A5 196 70

ANT004 80 A5 196 80

ANT005 76 A5 196 100

ANT006 81 A5 196 80

ANT007 81 A5 196 80

ANT008 83 A5 196 80

ANT009 73 A5 196 70

ANT010 74 A5 196 70

ANT011 72 A5 196 70

ANT012 75 A5 196 70

ANT016 70 A5 192 70

ANT017 86 A4 240 70

ANT018 86 A5 196 70

ANT019 86 A6 196 70

ANT020 89 A4 160 70

ANT021 89 A5 160 70

ANT022 89 A6 160 70

ANT023 82 A5 196 80

ANT024 83 A5 196 80

ANT025 85 A5 196 80

ANT026 84 A5 196 80

ANT027 84 A5 196 80

ANT030 77 A5 160 70

ANT031 71 A5 196 80

ANT032 71 A5 196 80
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Hemingway Pen
APN017
Crafted from robust recycled aluminium, our pen 
boasts a unique rotation push mechanism at the 
vibrant tip. The body has a vertical brushed effect and 
a silver tip and clip. Packed with 2 Km of Dokumental® 
black ink, encased in eco-friendly recycled cardboard 
box.

 ø1,3 x 13,7 cm 
 LSR - 5 x 35 mm (max.)

Dreiser Pen
APN071
Elevate your writing with our eco-friendly stainless 
steel pen. Boasting a matte metallic lacquered finish, 
it exudes sophistication. The black Dokumental® ink 
flows smoothly, creating a seamless and sustainable 
writing experience. The pen comes with a cap for 
added protection and style.

 ø1,3 x 13,6 cm 
 LSR - 5 x 50 mm (max.)
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Woolf Pen
APN014
Built with recycled stainless steel, this pen boasts a 
cap system including a touch tip, packing 1 Km of 
Dokumental® ink. The case, crafted from bamboo, 
adds an eco-friendly touch. Ideal for smooth black ink 
writing.

 ø1 x 14,2 cm 
 LSR - 7 x 40 mm (max.)

Plato Pen
APN013
A symphony of sustainability and style, our pen 
features a recycled aluminium body and a rABS with 
bamboo top. The rotation system releases 1 Km of 
Dokumental® blue ink, all elegantly presented in an 
individual bamboo box.

 ø1,2 x 14 cm 
 LSR - 7 x 40 mm (max.)
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Borges Pen
APN009
Expertly crafted from recycled aluminium, this pen 
redefines the push mechanism, with a magnetic-
push system. With 1 Km of Dokumental® ink, housed 
in an individual recycled cardboard box, it delivers 
impeccable black ink.

 ø1 x 15 cm 
 LSR - 7 x 40 mm (max.)

Rabelais Pen
APN010
A symphony of sustainability and style, our pen 
features a recycled aluminium body and rABS top. 
The rotation system releases black ink and the unique 
design of the top adds a modern look, all elegantly 
presented in an individual recycled box.

 ø1 x 14 cm 
 LSR - 7 x 40 mm (max.)

Aeschylus Pen
APN069
Elevate your writing experience with our eco-
conscious bamboo and recycled stainless steel pen. 
Immerse in Dokumental® blue ink, housed in a sleek 
bamboo case. A harmonious blend of sustainability 
and sophistication for every discerning writer.

 ø1,1 x 13,8 cm 
 LSR - 5 x 35 mm (max.)

Faulkner Pen
APN008
Combining eco-friendly cork and recycled stainless 
steel, this pen exudes sustainability. With 2 Km of 
Dokumental® ink, it writes smoothly in blue. It is also 
presented in an individual premium cork box, as a 
statement of conscious style.

 ø1,1 x 13,8 cm 
 LSR - 5 x 35 mm (max.)
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Tolkien Pen
APN070
An eco-conscious ballpen, thoughtfully designed with 
a recycled aluminum body and complete with rPET 
and bamboo elements on the top. Enjoy 1km of blue 
Dokumental® Ink. Comes in an earth-friendly natural 
kraft box.

 ø1 x 14 cm 
 LSR - 5 x 35 mm (max.)

Voltaire Pen
APN019
Made from recycled aluminium, this inkless pen 
redefines writing – it’s an infinite pen with a graphite 
tip. Enhanced with an anti-rolling silver detail, 
an interior eraser and a touch tip. Presented in a 
recycled paper individual box.

 ø0,9 x 14,9 cm 
 PDP - 6 x 50 mm (max.)

Kerouac Pen
APN020
Bamboo-built, this pen is an ode to eco-friendliness. 
It’s an endless pen featuring an eraser and elegantly 
encased in a recycled paper gift box.

 ø0,9 x 17 cm 
 PDP - 6 x 50 mm (max.)




